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Lent, the season of reflection,  

the season for looking at ourselves  
and working to mend whatever we see  

that keeps us at a distance from God.  
We do this mending in a small way  

every time we pray the prayer of confession,  
but in Lent we take the time to look deeply,  

so that we might arrive at the cross six weeks from now  
with open eyes and a clear heart.  

The word for this mending is penitence, 
but I have a feeling most of us  

don’t really use or like that word any more. 
It means remorse, regret, sorrow, or contrition, 

another word we seldom use. 
Because Lent involves deep searching  

through the wilderness of our own faults,  
  I fear we think Lent is gloomy and dark. 
   But what is gloomy about drawing closer to God? 
    Shouldn’t removing barriers to God’s love for us 
     be a good and welcome thing? 
 
I felt that goodness Wednesday night as about 50 of us gathered  

to mark the start of Lent with the sign of ashes. 
The ashes represent our brokenness and regret, and the knowledge  

that we are mortal and will one day die. 
 Because of Rob’s recent illness I have been more aware  
  of that reality than ever. 

We are creatures and our days are numbered. 
 In other words we are not God. 
  Instead of being God, we belong to God in life and in death. 
   This year we were invited to say that  

as the ashes were placed on our foreheads: 
 “In life and in death I belong to God.” 

 
Both our texts for this first Sunday of Lent are about the ways 
 we try to be God instead of belonging to him. 
In the Genesis story, Eve, and through her Adam, 

 listen to the crafty serpent instead of listening to God. 
  “You will be like God,” the serpent offers 
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   when he tempts Eve eat the fruit of the forbidden tree. 
  They do eat and they do gain insight, 
   the first of which is a sense of shame about their bodies, 
    something God never intended us to feel. 
  Yes, they know things they didn’t know before 
   and with it comes guilt, anxiety, and other burdens  

that come with putting ourselves in God’s place. 
 

In the Matthew text, the Holy Spirit leads Jesus into the wilderness 
 where he is tempted by the devil. 
  The devil offers Jesus things as substitutes for belonging to God: 

 Go ahead, make your own bread, 
        swallow the illusion that you provide for yourself.  

 Go ahead, jump off the building, make your own achievement  
the point and purpose of your life  

 Go ahead, worship whatever gives you power.  
Make that your God, so you can feel important and admired. 

In this story, though, Jesus resists every temptation, 
  using nothing but tools that are also available to us: 
   trust in God and familiarity with scripture. 
    In other words, he chooses belonging to God 
     over trying to take God’s place.     
 
Most years the Lenten journey is one we take as individuals.  

We look into our own lives and faith  
asking if there are changes we should make  

to belong more fully to God. 
This year I am inviting us to look at that belonging as individuals  

but also as a congregation. 
You’ve should have gotten a couple of letters now, 
 introducing you to a visioning process that will begin this fall.  
We’re doing it because we have so many  

causes and passions as a church, 
 so many groups doing their own thing 

   that our sense of knowing who we are together  
has been less well-tended.   

There are a lot of reasons for this. 
Some have to do with the way churches  

structure themselves into committees and ministries 
 that may not communicate well. 

The church in the United States after World War Two  
had a great run of growth and expansion,  

building education wings and recreation centers  
often managing themselves like businesses  

and less like the relational body of Christ. 
When that surge came to an end beginning in the 70s, 
 many Mainline churches kept operating as if nothing had changed, 
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  attracting people with worship and programs,  
while at the same time de-emphasizing  

the need to witness to our personal faith. 
There has been a sea change in the country now,  

again, for many reasons, in which people  
trust history and institutions less and less and less.  

People now put a huge emphasis on individual experience, 
on whatever they can see with their own eyes or      

  feel is authentic themselves.          
   They just don’t trust positions or institutions anymore. 

They look at churches and see lovely buildings and busy programs. 
They look at church members see exactly that: church members, 

not people who live as followers of Christ.  
When they do spot obvious Christians,  

too often they are fundamentalists   
who spout bigotry and even hate.  

It’s common now to hear the media use the word “Christian”  
as if we were all one bunch, a deeply conservative bunch  

who have come to extreme conclusions about marginal biblical texts.  
 The voice of the Mainline church proclaiming God’s gracefulness 

has been muted, in part because  
we were convinced we didn’t need to speak up.   

 
That is a far too short summary of where the Church finds itself today, 
 but as far as it goes it is accurate.  
  And, oddly enough, the whole situation is good news. 

The Holy Spirit in the Matthew story, remember,  
led Jesus into the wilderness, after which his true ministry began. 
 Perhaps the disenfranchised place where the        

   mainline Church finds itself today 
   is a place of incredible opportunity. 

I mentioned last Sunday that this year, 2017, 
is the 500th anniversary of the Reformation.  

All kinds of great celebrations are taking place around the world.  
But more important than celebration is imitation.  

It is time for the church to undergo reformation again. 
In her book The Great Emergence, Phyllis Tickle  

uses a rummage sale as a symbol  
for great periods of renewal in Church history.  

Roughly every 500 years, the Church has cleaned out its attic,  
from the birth of the church, to the fall of the Roman empire in 590 AD,  

to the division of the Eastern and Western church in 1054  
known as the Great Schism, to the Reformation in 1517.i 

We are the product of that last rummage sale. 
Our motto is “The church reformed, always being reformed.” 

Notice the word “being”: God does the reforming, 
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not us, and it is happening again.  
Far from being distressed about the shift in our context  

and the need for 21st century congregations to shift themselves,  
I think this is a wonderful time to be the church and to be asking: 

 What does it mean today to be a disciple of Jesus Christ? 
 What does it mean today to be a gathered community of disciples? 
 And, finally, what does it mean to be a gathered community of disciples 

    who join God’s in mission in the world? 
Those three questions transformed one man’s spiritual life. 
 Mark Tidsworth was an exhausted pastor in a struggling church. 
  Finding God in an institutional church, he writes, 
   “felt like a hide and seek game.”ii 
He thought he knew what it was to be a disciple of Jesus, 

and how to teach others. 
  But his answers no longer fit the context 

 in which the church finds itself today.  
Tidsworth found himself moving from trying to be in charge of the church 

to belonging to God, asking questions and talking  
and listening to others who were asking questions, too,  

and then helping other churches by writing the book  
Shift: Three big moves for the 21st Century Church. 

His work is the work we plan to use 
 to see where God is leading us in this time and place. 

  At the end of the process we hope we will have  
strengthened our discipleship and defined our mission  

as a body of Christ in ways that will be faithful  
and exciting and renewing for us all.  

There’s no set agenda, no magic formula involved. 
 It will be us sitting down with us and  

and seeking to belong to God  
rather than fall for the temptation to be God. 

This fall in small groups, we’ll be reading scripture  
and sharing about our own journey of discipleship. 

Several of these groups will meet on Sunday mornings  
during the Sunday School hour,              

  and there won’t be other adult options this fall         
   it will be a choice of these groups.   

Other groups will meet on Wednesday nights.  
You get to pick your own timing, whether you meet on    

  Sunday morning, or whether you want to do it on    
   Wednesday nights, or whether you want to do it at all.  

There’s a workbook and scriptures and prayers 
 we’ll be using from the Shift material,  

but most of all there will be us, letting God fill our sails, 
   stepping out in faith that God is leading  

the Church to a new reformation even as we celebrate the old. 
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As I said, some of us won’t want to do this. 
 You may feel that small group bible study and prayer is not your calling, 
  or even if it is, you just can’t make room for it in your life. 
If that’s true for you, then I invite you to pray  

for those who do want to take part,  
and more importantly to trust that God is at work,  

leading us into and through the wilderness 
of the present context in which the Church finds itself.  

To the extent that some of us engage in this work 
all of us will benefit, for as Paul teaches 

 what benefits one benefits all. 
Meanwhile worship and ministry will continue as always.  

There will still be lots of groups with lots of passion  
for lots of things, who will communicate well sometimes  

and not so well other times.  
But my own prayer is that in each group  

there will be two or three or four of us   
who are taking part in Shift work,  

welcoming a deeper look at themselves  
and how they follow Christ,  

learning from each other and being uplifted and encouraged  
and deepened as disciples by what is learned. 

 
Beloved, belonging to God is not a task or a burden. 

It’s a release from the shame and exhaustion  
of being your own God,  

an invitation to life in a garden of grace 
  where we care for each other 
   and partner with God to care and heal the world 
    one day at a time. AMEN. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

i Phyllis Tickle, from The Great Emergence, as quoted by Mark Tidsworth in Shift. See below. 
iiii Mark Tidsworth, Shift: Three Big Moves for the 21st Century Church, Pinnacle Leadership Press, 2015, p. 1 

                                                            


